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Executive Summary
This document D8.8 - Reports on Dissemination Activities including 'VR Police Network'
accounts the dissemination and communication activities of the first 16 months in SHOTPROS.
It aims to provide an overview of the measures taken by all partners based on the defined
strategy in D8.1 – Dissemination Plan and Communication Guide.
The deliverable is structured as follows:
1. Introduction: Overall aim and strategy of Dissemination and Communication of
SHOTPROS
2. Reports on Dissemination / Communication Activities: This main chapter outlines the
efforts taken by all consortium partners to promote the project, sorted by channels
and tools of communication / dissemination
3. Report on VR and Police Network: An overview of the current status and way forward
for the VR and Police Network is presented in chapter 3.
4. Summary and next steps: Drafts the planned activities for the next months of the
project

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 833672. The content reflects only the SHOTPROS
consortium's view. Research Executive Agency and European Commission is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained herein.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable is the first report on dissemination activities and the progress of the VR Police
network of M1-M16 of the SHOTPROS project. It is complimented by D8.1 – Dissemination
Plan and Communication Guide, where a detailed description of the strategical approach and
the framework for the communication and dissemination in SHOTPROS can be found.
In this document, the collaborative efforts towards achieving the set KPIs, maximising the
impact and promoting the project are reported. All those efforts were taken in accordance
with the framework in D8.1 and legal requirements set by the EC.
Strategic objectives WP8:


Disseminate the results of SHOTPROS.



Exploit the information, knowledge and experience gained from SHOTPROS.



Communicate the progress, activities, events and accomplishments of SHOTPROS.



Reach the target audiences and trigger their interest in the project.



Inform the general public about the project and how they benefit from EU funded
research.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 833672. The content reflects only the SHOTPROS
consortium's view. Research Executive Agency and European Commission is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained herein.
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2 Reports on Dissemination/Communication Activities
The planned activities for the external communication and dissemination activities under
consideration of the target audiences and key messages were described in D8.1. All activities
were carried out in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the
European Union obligations set out by the EC.
This chapter provides an overview of SHOTPROS´ Dissemination and Communication activities
from M1 – M16 sorted by channels. In the beginning of each sub-chapter is an information
box with a brief summary of what was promised in the dissemination plan and the defined
KPIs (planned and achieved by M16). It must be noted that the planned KPIs were set on a
yearly basis and this report covers the period from M1 to M16. That means, that the achieved
KPIs (in light blue) in the column “year 2” only represent the status by M16.
Followed by the box and the KPI tables, each sub-chapter contains an overview of the
measures that were taken to fulfil those goals.

Events
The project will be presented at national and international events for the public, to
communicate the idea of the project and objectives to the European citizens. Also, the
project will be presented at fairs and exhibitions focused on law enforcement, police
training, criminology and psychology, policing, security, VR, training, human computer
interaction and serious games. The goal is, to initiate discussions and meetings with policymakers and law enforcement authorities and ministries at the national level for introducing
the concept and the innovative components created in SHOTPROS.

KPIs for Events
Year 1
(M1-12)

Year 2
(M12-24)

Year 3
(M25-36)

Total

Number of events attended representing the
SHOTPROS project (planned)

2

3

4

9

Number of events attended representing the
SHOTPROS project (achieved M16)

14

0

-

14

Table 1: KPIs for Events - planned / achieved

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
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The following table provides an overview of the events consortium members attended
representing SHOTPROS.
Event
Austrian
Robotics
Workshop
Annual Field
Exercise
Disaster
Management
Campus
Vesta
Forum
Produktion
FFG

Partner

ASP2019

UHEI

QoMEX 2019

AIT

AIT

VESTA

AIT

Person

Date
09.05.2019
Sebastian EggerLampl
10.05.2019
Nick Zwaneveld
(RE-LION), R.I.
Hutter and
18.05.2019
Matthijs Koedijk
(VUA) attended
as observer
28.05.2019
Sebastian EggerLampl
29.05.2019
30.05.2019
Laura Giessing
01.06.2019
05.06.2019
Sebastian EggerLampl
07.06.2019
15.07.2019
20.07.2019

Link
https://www.profactor.at/ev
ents/austrian-roboticsworkshop-oagm-2019/
https://www.hln.be/in-debuurt/ranst/groterampenoefening-op-campusvesta-jongeren-schieten-tienstudenten-dood~af914c59/
https://www.ffg.at/forumpro
duktion2019
https://www.asp2019.de/

https://www.qomex2019.de/

FEPSAC2019

VUA

Raoul Oudejans
& Vana Hutter

European
strategic
research
agenda in
defense 2021
- 2027

AIT

Sebastian Egger- 09.09.Lampl
10.09.2019

-

USE/AIT

Markus
Murtinger,
01.10Sebastian Egger- 02.10.2019
Lampl

https://www.imh.at/veransta
ltungen/rueckblick/rueckblick
-forum-bankstrategie-smartretail-2019/rueckblickjahresforum-smart-retail/

Annual
forum of
Smart Retail

https://www.fepsac2019.eu/

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
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Mediterean
Security
Event 2019,
Cyprus

VESTA

Kathleen Van
Heuverswyn,
VESTA
(presentation
29on practitioners' 31.10.2019
involvement
versus end user
management)

VR Days
Europe 2019

VUA

VUA Team

15.11.2019

https://vrdays.co/

PiD
Fachseminar
Wiesbaden

USE

Markus
Murtinger

23.11.2019

https://www.polizeitrainer.d
e/event/pid-fachseminar/

OSCE PAN
meeting

OSCE

Markus
Murtinger,
29.11.2019
Sebastian EggerLampl

conference:
Active
shooter and
Amok cases

The
Security
Academ
y (SIAK)
of the
Austrian
Federal
Ministry
of the
interior

Anders Essman

https://www.medeaproject.eu/

-

2019-12-10contact: chief inspector
-11

Secure
Societies
Markus
“project to
USE
31.01.2020
Murtinger
policy kick
off seminar
Table 2: Event overview SHOTPROS (M1-M16)

-

Scientific Dissemination
The scientific results will be disseminated to the academic community by publishing them
in relevant scientific journals and scientific conferences to inform the academic community
about the progress / results and to initiate discussions on the topics of SHOTPROS.
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KPIs for Scientific Dissemination
Year 1
(M1-12)

Year 2
Year 3
(M12-24) (M25-36)

Total

Number of scientific publications in peer
reviewed journals (planned)

0

2

4

6

Number of scientific publications in peer
reviewed journals (achieved M16)

0

1

-

1

Number of scientific publications in peerreviewed International Conferences &
Workshops (planned)

2

5

7

14

Number of scientific publications in peerreviewed International Conferences &
Workshops (achieved M16)

3

2

-

5

Table 3: KPIs Scientific Dissemination - planned/achieved
The following table offers an overview of the publications from the first 16 project months. It
needs to be mentioned that some conferences were postponed and/or conducted online due
to the COVID19 crisis. Nonetheless, all KPIs of scientific dissemination were (over-)fulfilled in
the first 16 project months.
In addition to the promised publications in journals and conferences, several (bachelor /
master) thesis and a peer-reviewed book-chapter were written and submitted through the
course of the project.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 833672. The content reflects only the SHOTPROS
consortium's view. Research Executive Agency and European Commission is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained herein.
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Partner

Type of
Publication

WP

(optional)
Task

(Planned)
Submissio
n Date

UHEI

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding

WP4

T4.2

May-19

UHEI

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding

WP4

T4.2
Case
Study

Sep-19

UHEI

Thesis/
dissertation

WP4

T4.2
Paintball

Mar-20

UHEI

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding

WP4

T4.2
Paintball

May-20

Author(s)
Laura Giessing,
Marie Ottilie
Frenkel, Jana
Strahler, Raoul
Oudejans, Vana
Hutter, Henning
Plessner
Laura Giessing,
Marie Ottilie
Frenkel, Jana
Strahler, Raoul
Oudejans, Vana
Hutter, Henning
Plessner
Laura Giessing,
Marie Ottilie
Frenkel, Sebastian
Egger-Lampl, Stefan
Suette, Mario Staller
Laura Giessing,
Marie Ottilie
Frenkel, Sebastian
Egger-Lampl, Stefan
Suette, Mario Staller

9

Title of the journal or
equivalent

Comments

Nachwuchstagung der
Arbeitsgemeinschaft für
Sportpsychologie

PhD Workshop, presented dissertation
exposé

dvs Nachwuchstagung

PhD Workshop, presented research
design for the case study

Bachelor thesis

Submitted

Jahrestagung der
Arbeitsgemeinschaft für
Sportpsychologie

Submission accepted
(symposium has been cancelled)
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UHEI

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding

KUL

Master
thesis

UHEI

VUA

Article in
Journal

Bachelor
Thesis

WP4

T4.2
Paintball

WP2

WP6

WP3

SHOTCOVID

May-20

Marie Ottilie
Frenkel, Laura
Giessing, Sebastian
Egger-Lampl, Stefan
Suette, Mario Staller

North American Society for
the Psychology of Sport and
Physical Activity

June-20

Kaat Poels (student)
Emma Jaspaert
(supervisor)

Het gebruik van VR in
criminologie [The use of VR in Submitted & Defended
criminology]

Aug-20

Aug-20

Marie Ottilie
Frenkel, Laura
Giessing, Sebastian
Egger-Lampl, Raôul
Oudejans, Vana
Hutter, Lisanne
Kleygrewe, Emma
Jaspaert, Henning
Plessner
Ruben de Bruin,
Tamara Grove
(students), Matthijs
Koedijk (Supervisor),
Lisanne Kleygrewe,
Vana Hutter, Raôul
Oudejans

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
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consortium's view. Research Executive Agency and European Commission is not liable for any use
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Submission accepted
(conference has been cancelled)

Journal of Criminal Justice

Under Peer-Review

Investigating sense of
presence and subjective
measures of anxiety and
mental effort during virtual
reality scenario-based
training of Dutch Police
officers

Submission accepted

D8.8 | PUBLIC

USE

Publication
in
Conference
Proceeding

VUA

Master
Thesis

UHEI

Article in
Journal

KUL

Book
chapter in
book

WP2

CoCreatio
n in
Virtual
Worlds for
complex
Sept-20
questions
and
technologi
es

WP3

WP4

WP2

Sept-20

T4.2
Case
Study

Sept-20

Sep-20

Markus Murtinger

Tess Dekker
(student), Lisanne
Kleygrewe (Daily
Supervisor), Raôul
Oudejans
(Supervisor), Vana
Hutter
Marie Ottilie
Frenkel, Laura
Giessing, Sebastian
Egger-Lampl, Stefan
Suette, Mario Staller

Emma Jaspaert &
Geert Vervaeke

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
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GOR20 – General Online
Research 2020

Submission accepted: spring 2020
Conference planned: summer 2020
Change due to COVID: Online
conference in Sept 2020

Investigating VR-Training-At
Submitted
Home for Dutch Police
Academy Students during the
COVID-19 Pandemic

Psychoneuroendocrinology

Published
Link:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/scienc
e/article/abs/pii/S0306453020302882

Book (in Dutch): Big data and
innovative methods for
criminological research
Book chapter (in Dutch):
Virtual Reality in criminology

Published September 2020
Reference: Jaspaert, E., & Vervaeke, G.
(2020). Virtual Reality in criminology
[Virtual Reality in criminology]. In W.
Hardyns & T. Snaphaan (eds.), Big data
en innovatieve methoden voor

D8.8 | PUBLIC

criminologisch onderzoek [Big data and
innovative methods for criminological
research] (p. 271-300). Den Haag:
Boomcriminologie
Table 4: Scientific Dissemination SHOTPROS (M1-M16)

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 833672. The content reflects only the SHOTPROS
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Policy-Makers – Contacts and Toolkit
SHOTPROS will provide strategies, decision-making support and a toolkit for policy-makers.
The strategies are derived from the project results and take into consideration policy goals
and identified policy questions and problem areas. The toolkit compiles materials that are
relevant to policy strategies and -decisions, help policy-makers understand requirements of
LEAs concerning DMA-SR Training, and the pros and cons of (VR) training methods and
provide insights that can contribute to attain policy goals like improvement of security,
perceived security and image of the police.

KPIs Policy makers
Year 1
(M1-12)

Year 2
(M12-24)

Year 3
(M25-36)

Total

Contacts with policy-makers (planned)

-

3

7

10

Contacts with policy-makers (achieved M16)

5

1

-

5

Table 5: KPIs policy-maker contacts – planned/achieved
Within the first 16 months of the project, SHOTPROS got in contact with several policy-makers
in the field of law enforcement training to raise the awareness of the potential of novel
training technologies. The following table provides an overview of the partner, the date and
the policy-maker they got in contact with. The strategies and toolkit for policy makers is
currently developed and the initial draft will be reported in D1.6 in M18.
Contacts to policy makers
Partner

Date

AIT

09.09.2019 –
10.09.2019

USE / BP

10.09.2019

Contact Description
European strategic research agenda in defense 2021 – 2027
Sebastian Egger-Lampl gave an overview of envisioned
SHOTPROS development and the potential abilities of VR
training for decision making and acting in different use cases
(police, firefighters, military). This was followed by a discussion
about the opportunities to integrate SHOTPROS topics in the
upcoming strategic research agenda.
Police President in Berlin
Meeting between Markus Murtinger (USE), Ivo Engelmann
(BP), Dr. Barbara Slowik (Police President in Berlin), Marco
Langner (Vice Police President in Berlin), and the Heads of the
Berlin Police Department to present and discuss the topics of
SHOTPROS.
13
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USE /
AIT

20.11.2019

USE

23.11.2019

USE

31.01.2020

OSCE Meeting of the police academy network (PAN)
SHOTPROS got invited and Markus Murtinger got a lot of
follow up questions after his talk. Afterwards they had a
discussion for our Lea Network with Bulgaria, Macedonia, the
Ukraine and the Assistance Director of Interpol.
German association of police trainers
SHOTPROS got invited to the “PiD Fachseminar” in Wiesbaden
and was represented by Markus Murtinger. He held a
presentation about the project and the potential of future
police training.
Secure Societies “project to policy kick off seminar”

FCT - follow-up workshop on legal and ethical clarifications
Community of users’ workshop on research data in fighting
KUL
16.06.2020
crime and terrorism – ethical and legal clarifications. European
Commission – Directorate-General Migration and Home Affairs
Table 6: Contacts to policy-maker SHOTPROS (M1-M16)

Project Website
The website of the project is a key channel for communication and dissemination of
SHOTPROS. It is set up in M2-3 and will be available by M4. Its content includes information
about the project's objectives, activities, and progress of work, events, consortium partners,
accomplishments and results. USECON will update this website periodically with
information provided by all the partners. The design of the website is conform with the
visual identity of SHOTPROS.

KPIs for the Website
Year 1
(M1-12)

Year 2
Year 3
(M12-24) (M25-36)

Total

Number of unique visitors on the website
(planned)

1500

1500

1500

4500

Number of unique visitors on the website
(achieved M16)

2275

1744

-

4019

Cumulated number of referring websites
(planned)

2

5

10

10

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 833672. The content reflects only the SHOTPROS
consortium's view. Research Executive Agency and European Commission is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained herein.
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Cumulated number of referring websites
(achieved M16)

8

1

-

9

Table 7: KPIs Project Website - planned / achieved
The website has been developed and launched after all partners got the chance to check it
and provide feedback. Since then, it has been updated by USECON with all relevant
information about the progress of the project. In M9-M10, the website was re-designed to
increase the usability and enhance the visual appeal. The 2 figures below show the difference
between the first and the re-designed version of the website, both conform to the visual
identity.

Figure 1: SHOTPROS Website (M3)

Figure 2: SHOTPROS Website (M10)

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 833672. The content reflects only the SHOTPROS
consortium's view. Research Executive Agency and European Commission is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained herein.
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Content
The website has been updated with all significant project developments since the launch in
M3. In addition to the general project information, several articles in the news section, a press
section with the press releases and download materials and a subscription form for the
newsletter have been added.
The articles in the news section cover the following topics


Kick-off event in Vienna



SHOTPROS at the University of Vienna



SHOTPROS – Using VR for better Police Training



FEPSAC 2019 in Muenster – SHOTPROS Meeting



SHOTPROS Requirement Workshops in Progress



SHOTPROS meets the Police President in Berlin



SHOTPROS 2nd Consortium Meeting in Leuven



SHOTPROS at the OSCE



Site Visits at SHOTPROS Law Enforcement Agencies



Research Update: SHOT-COVID19 study



SHOTPROS 3rd Consortium Meeting (Online)



Creation of prototypical Virtual Reality Scenarios



Police study: Comparison of technology enhanced training modalities

Social Media
All of the SHOTPROS social media channels will be used throughout the whole project
duration and existing social media channels and websites of the partners will be used to
communicate the project to their specific target audiences in their preferred languages. The
goal is, to increase the impact of communication and achieve interaction and engagement
with the targeted audiences.

KPIs for Social Media - Plan

Number of SHOTPROS posts in social
networks (planned)

Year 1
(M1-12)

Year 2
(M12-24)

Year 3
(M25-36)

Total

20

20

20

60

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 833672. The content reflects only the SHOTPROS
consortium's view. Research Executive Agency and European Commission is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained herein.
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Number of SHOTPROS posts in social
networks (achieved M16)

102

21

-

123

Cumulated number of social media
community gathered across social media
sites (group members, followers, page likes)
(planned)

100

125

150

150

Cumulated number of social media
community gathered across social media
sites (group members, followers, page likes)
(achieved M16)

202

220

-

202

Cumulated number of social media reactions
(likes, comments, shares, retweets) (planned)

100

125

150

150

Cumulated number of social media reactions
(likes, comments, shares, retweets) (achieved
M16)

846

1107

-

1107

Quality of social media comments: neutral,
positive, negative

Neutral or positive social media
comments

Table 8: KPIs for Social Media – planned / achieved
The social media channels were set up and used to promote the project according to the
strategic plan in D8.1. This has been done with the support from all partners and their
institutional channels. SHOTPROS raised a lot of positive awareness in the media and overfulfilled the KPIs set for social media in M16. Through the collaborative effort, SHOTPROS
successfully managed to reach the KPIs for year 3 in M16 already.
The links to the channels are presented below:


Twitter: https://twitter.com/shotpros



LinkedIn Group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8797842/



ResearchGate: https://www.researchgate.net/project/SHOTPROS-A-HUMANFACTORS-BASED-VR-TRAINING-FRAMEWORK-FOR-DECISION-MAKING-AND-ACTINGCAPABILITIES-UNDER-STRESS-AND-IN-HIGH-RISK-SITUATIONS-FOR-EUROPEAN-LEAS



Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/shotprosH2020

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 833672. The content reflects only the SHOTPROS
consortium's view. Research Executive Agency and European Commission is not liable for any use
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News and media coverage
Press releases will be generated to target the general media and special interest media.
Press releases are created for communication with the public and defined stakeholders to
raise awareness for SHOTPROS and to inform about the project progress. The press releases
will be written in German and English by WP8 leader USECON and sent out to all partners.
The consortium members will forward them to their press contacts and, if necessary,
translate them in their native language beforehand.
The periodical newsletter will be available for the specific target audiences, as well as for
the general public. The topics of the newsletter will correspond with the overall strategy
and the current accomplishments and events of the project. Depending on the interest and
reach of the newspaper, we are planning to adapt the content for different target
audiences.

KPIs for Press & Media Coverage
Year 1
(M1-12)

Year 2
(M12-24)

Year 3
(M25-36)

Total

Number of press releases delivered to media
(planned)

1

1

1

3

Number of press releases delivered to media
(achieved M16)

2

0

-

3

Newsletter distribution (planned)

1

1

2

4

Newsletter distribution (achieved M16)

1

0

-

1

Number of references in media (offline and
online) (planned)

1

2

5

8

Number of references in media (offline and
online) (achieved M16)

20

3

-

23

Quality of media references (offline and
online): neutral, positive, negative

Neutral or positive media comments

Table 9: KPIs Press & Media coverage - planned/ achieved
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In the first 16 months of SHOTPROS, two press releases were written and delivered to the
media. USECON provided the German and English version of the press releases (see Annex II)
and all partners supported by forwarding them to their contacts.
The first “kick-off”-press release introduced the project, the objectives and potential in a
general manner. It was delivered to the media by the partners in the end of M2. The project
received a great resonance in the European media and articles about SHOTPROS were
published in several languages and countries.
The second press release about the SHOT-COVID19 study was published in M12-M13. At that
time, the corona crisis spread across Europe and UHEI investigated the stress of police officers
during the crisis. The topic COVID19 was really present in the media and the press release got
published in several (online-)newspapers.
SHOTPROS got published in 23 different European (online-)newspapers so far, which is highly
satisfactory. The complete list of references and the press releases in English can be found in
the Annex III.
The first official SHOTPROS Newsletter (see Annex I) was sent out in M12 to inform the
interested subscriber about the advances and main accomplishments of the project. The
content and style of the newsletter can be found in the annex. Based on the report from the
used newsletter tool “clevereach”, the opening (31%) and click rate (25%) of the newsletter
indicate a high response rate.

Figure 3: Newsletter Report

Printed Materials
Printed materials for policy-makers and end users: Project brochures and other printed
materials (at least 5 sets throughout the project) will be prepared as the project advances
for distribution among SHOTPROS’ target groups, but with a special focus on the target
groups of policy-makers and end users. Also, general project brochures and printed
materials (at least 5 sets throughout the project) for presentation during workshops and
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during participation at national and international events for the general public (e.g. info
days, meetings with community stakeholders, NCPs) will be prepared.
All of the printed materials will be designed in accordance with the visual identity of
SHOTPROS and with all other dissemination and communication tools and channels in order
to ensure a high recognition value.

Set 1
The first set of printed materials with general information about SHOTPROS was designed by
USE in the first months of the project and handed out to the partners at the 2 nd Consortium
Meeting in Leuven. This set is mainly used to communicate the project and its objectives at
events and meetings to the respective target audiences. Especially the folder was highly
appreciated since it can be handed out to people interested in the project.
The figure 4 show the printed materials (left) and the flyer at the VR Days Europe (right).

Figure 4: Printed Materials (Set1)
The materials are also available as download on the SHOTPROS website:


Folder1: https://shotpros.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/SHOTPROS_Folder1_General_Information.pdf



Poster1: https://shotpros.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/SHOTPROS_Poster1_General_Information.pdf



Roll-up1: https://shotpros.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/SHOTPROS_Rollup1_General_Information.pdf
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Set 2
The second set of printed materials and give-aways has been designed in M10-M12. Set 2 can
be seen as complement to the first one, especially for events with practitioners and policymaker in the field of law enforcement training. It was planned to hand them out during
workshops and key notes, for example at the (postponed) Joint Activity event at Campus Vesta
in May 2020.
As the consortium expressed the need for branded give-aways to hand out at relevant events,
USE also developed the design for pens, notepads and peanut bags. All of these give-aways
are branded with the SHOTPROS logo and some do also contain the link to the website and to
the social media accounts to draw more visitors on those channels.
The second set will be ordered and given to the partners once the circumstances allow for
real-life meetings and events again.
2-pager1: Digital transformation in the police
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2-pager2: VR in police training

VR Police Network and exchange with related projects
This task comprises two streams:
First, to establish a Europe-wide network with law enforcement agencies and training
academies, and second, to foster synergies with related projects (e.g LAW-TRAIN, eNOTICE,
ILEAnet, i-LEAD etc.). In a future step, the network will be broadened to non-European
Police forces. The "VR Police Network" will include the LEAs from SHOTPROS and also
involve LEAs from European Police Agencies which are not part of the project team. A
platform will be established during the project that will be self-sustainable in order to
continue beyond the duration of the project.
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KPIs for the VR Police Network
Year 1
(M1-12)

Year 2
(M12-24)

Year 3
(M25-36)

Total

Members of SHOTPROS "VR Police Training
Network" (cumulative) (planned)

10

20

30

30

Members of SHOTPROS "VR Police Training
Network" (cumulative) (achieved M16)

**

**

-

Exchange with related projects (cumulative)
(planned)

1

2

5

Exchange with related projects (cumulative)
(achieved M16)

6*

3

-

5

Table 10: KPIs for VR Police Network – planned / achieved
* Plus the projects invited to the joint activity (see table 11)
** The VR Police Network is currently developed based on a KPI-framework as described in
D8.10 and in chapter 3 of this deliverable. At this stage of the project, we have gathered a lot
of contacts / potential members (from LEAs, companies, research institutions, other projects)
and keep them informed about SHOTPROS and the development of the network. Once the VR
Police Network is finally elaborated, those contacts will be invited to join the network.
Contact with related projects
Rel.
Project

Date (from)

Contact Description
USE and AIT were in contact with AUGGMED, got informed
about the (public) results of the project and discussed
potential future collaboration in EU projects.

AUGGMED 11/2019

Proactive

01/2020

VUA had a meeting with GeoMobile (partner in the H2020
Auggmed project) to learn about the implementation of VR
and its advances within the Auggmed project. They tried out
the VR platform that the Auggmed project developed.
SHOTPROS (represented by the coordinator, Markus
Murtinger) was part of the “Project to Policy kick-off seminar”
hosted by the EC in Brussels. The project PROACTIVE was also
present and they got in contact. Further collaboration was
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planned, such as the joint activity event at VESTA in May 2020
which was postponed due to COVID.

TARGET

01/2020

eNotice

03/2020

9 projects
invited to
Joint
Activity in
May 2020

04/2020

iLEAD

04/2020

BP met two representatives from TARGET at the University of
Applied Sciences for the Police of Brandenburg. The visit was
an opportunity to foster the cooperation between the Berlin
and Brandenburg police training institutions and for further
exchange in the field of future-oriented technologies and
alternative learning methods, especially in the area of VR / AR.
Police Brandenburg is also a possible network partner for our
project.
SHOTPROS and eNotice planned the Joint Activity and VR trial
day at Campus VESTA together. The event was initially planned
to be conducted in May 2020 but had to be postponed due to
COVID19.
Several European projects got invited to the planned event
(Joint Activity eNotice & SHOTPROS) at Campus VESTA. The
event had to be postponed, however, the following project
received the official invitation including information about the
SHOTPROS project:
eNotice, ProActive, Toxi-triage, No Fear, Driver+, I-LEAD, ILEA
NET, ENLETS, INCLUDING
VESTA and iLEAD are in contact regarding network topics and
knowledge exchange.

USE was in contact with VRinSight and got offered the
possibility to publish an article about the SHOTPROS project in
VRinSight 05/2020
their Green Paper  https://www.enter-network.eu/3d-flipbook/focus-europe-vrinsight-greenpaper/
USE had several calls and E-Mail conversations with the
E.N.T.E.R Network and exchanges experiences about VR in
E.N.T.E.R
training and education. The SHOTPROS project joined the
05/2020
Network
Network and is published on the website for dissemination and
communication. https://www.enternetwork.eu/project/shotpros/
Learnings and outcomes from LAW-TRAIN are continuously
LAWcontinuously taken into account from the SHOTPROS partners that were
TRAIN
also involved in the LAW-TRAIN project.
Table 11: Contact with related Projects (M1-M16)
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Research activities
Research activities were not explicitly named as communication channel in D8.1, however, a
huge number of practitioners, trainers and other potential end-user received information
about the project by being part of the research studies conducted in SHOTPROS.
Abbreviation

WP

Date

Partners

Requirement
Workshops

Requirement analysis: 2-day
workshops with police officers and
police trainers from various
WP2
European LEA’s (with a total of 60
participants) and several
interviews

08.2019 –
10.2019

KUL; USE; all
LEAs

TrainPrac

WP3

Analytics and Validation of Current
Training Practices of European
LEAs

12.2019 03.2020

VUA; all LEAs

WP3

Comparison between reality-based
scenario training and VR scenario
training

01.2020 02.2020

VUA; Dutch
Police; REliON

05.2020 06.2020

VUA; AIT;
Dutch Police

06.2020 08.2020

VUA; AIT;
Stadtpolizei
Zürich

EnschVR

RottVR

WP3

Study Topic

The impact of type of instruction
and level of experience on learning
and VR training experience
The effect of different feedback
options and the addition of a pain
stimulus on the (learning)
experience of Swiss police officers
in VR training

ZüriVR

WP3

VRFrame

WP3

VR framework for police training
and assessment

02.2021 04.2020

VUA

Case Study

WP4

Police Officer's Psychophysiological
Stress Reactivity on Duty

09.2019 –
10.2019

UHEI, VUA, BP

Field exercise

WP4

Assessment of physiological stress
responses during field exercise at
Campus Vesta

Cancelled
COVID

UHEI, VUA,
AIT, Campus
Vesta

03.2020 –
06.2020

UHEI, AIT,
VUA, KUL, BP,
Dutch Police

SHOTCOVID

WP4

Police officers’ work demands,
stressors and coping strategies
during COVID19 crisis
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Paintball
Study

WP6

Performance under Physical and
Psychological Stress

11.2020 –
12.2020

UHEI, AIT

BerlinStress

WP6

Initial Stressors Assessment

Postponed
COVID

AIT, UHEI,
UBP

Table 12: Research activities SHOTPROS (M1-M16)

Other Activities
Beside the proposed communication channels and activities from D8.1, our consortium
members carried out dissemination activities during meetings or trainings. The following table
provides an overview of the efforts taken:
Activity

Partner

Person

Date

SHOTPROS at
the University
of Vienna

USE

Markus
Murtinger

29.05.19

Meeting
Rheinmetall
Man Military
Service

USE

Markus
Murtinger

04.11.19

Interdisciplinary
Virtual Reality
VUA
Meeting

Tilo
Hartmann,
Vana
Hutter,
Lisanne
Kleygrewe

03.12.19

Speech at
training days in
Twente

Vana
Hutter,
Matthijs
Koedijk

28.01.20

VUA

Description/ Comment
During his talk “Future Trends in the area
of HCI & User Experience Markus gave an
overview and outlook about “SHOTPROS”
at the University of Vienna / Faculty of
Informatics.
Markus had a meeting at Rheinmetall Man
Military service and discussed the potential
of VR training in the field of military truck
maintenance. Current barriers and
problems
outlined
and
possible
improvements regarding the in-service
training of military mechanics discussed
During the meeting with Tilo Hartmann
(head
of
the
department
of
communication sciences at VUA and cofounder of the VR@VU group) various VRrelated topics have been discussed.
Research-related experiences and areas of
interests within VR were shared. Shotpros
played a large role in the conversation and
the project was met with enthusiasm.
At the training days in Twente,VUA has
given a talk about SHOTPROS and the
research to representatives of the military,
fire fighters, and police academy (is a
different party than national police here in
the Netherlands). All in all a group of about
20 people in total.
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Meeting Police
of Antwerp

Meeting City
Police Zurich
and Refense AG

Meetings
DangerZone

Meeting Berlin
Fire
Department

01.02.20

Conversation with Police of Antwerp
(intelligence) about the SHOTPROS project.
They are involved in EU projects as well and
want to know more about our results.

02.03.20

VUA visited with the City Police Zurich to
test the Refense AG VR system and talk
about research possibilities for their
training days in June and July.

VUA /
NPN

Raoul
Oudejans,
Vana
Hutter, Tess
Dekker,
Ronald
Tieman,
Lisanne
Kleygrewe

15.10.19
18.03.20
07.05.20
08.05.20
11.05.20
12.05.20

In-person and online meetings with
representatives of Dutch police and police
academy (PA) to discuss study with the VR
Danger Zone system for students of PA to
train (eventually, at home training VR
during COVID-19 crisis). Trainers and
teachers will make a training plan. Team
VUA will think of measurements and
research proposal for this study that will
take place in a couple of weeks.
Collaboration is great; everyone is excited
about the possibilities.

BP

Manfred
Strzeletz,
Ivo
Engelmann

16.05.20

Berlin Police presented SHOTPROS to the
Fire Department of Berlin and discussed

VESTA

Floor Lams

VUA

Lisanne
Kleygrewe
(VUA)
Christoph
Altmann
(City Police
Zurich)
Sandro
Büchler
(City Police
Zurich)
Andreas
Capeder
(City Police
Zurich)
Ronny
Tobler
(Refense
AG)
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potential synergies on the topic of Virtual
Reality training

Meeting UHEI
and Police
Academy
BadenWürttemberg

Presenting
SHOTCOVID
Results at the
Polizeipräsidiu
m Mannheim

UHEI

UHEI

Laura
Giessing

Marie
Ottilie
Frenkel,
Laura
Giessing

18.08.20

Laura discussed possible research
collaborations with Volkmar Hackbart and
presented the SHOTPROS project. He is the
deputy head of the institute's operational
training department and is a contact from
Alex Schäfer (LAFP NRW).

18.09.20

The results of the SHOTCOVID study were
presented and discussed with a panel of
police leaders at the PP Mannheim
including the Polizeipräsident Andreas
Stenger. Additionally, the aims and
research activities within SHOTPROS were
presented.

Table 13: Other comm./diss. Activities (M1-M16)

3 Report on VR and Police Network
This introduction includes the developed vision on the network, the desired orientations of
the network and expected orientation of the network, as expressed by the SHOTPROS
consortium partners. The partners decided on the first six KPI’s, following the proposed
methodology as described in D8.10. In this progress report the first six KPI’s are discussed.
Furthermore, the next steps to define the other 10 KPI’s are presented. On top of that, the
plan of action for year two and three of the SHOTPROS project, concerning the development
of the Police VR Technology Network, are included in the progress report. Furthermore, to
unite Law Enforcement Agencies, interested in VR and Police even before the official start of
the network, a website will be launched to share all relevant information with the SHOTPROScommunity.
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Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Brainstorm with consortium partners about the
development of the network

Launch (temporary) online platform

Present network at events, consortium meetings of
other projects, other network activities,,…

Decide on the first KPIs (6/16): start developing the
network

Organize own webinars with SHOTPROS results and
VR technology in Police

Set up official network and official platform

Scan the market for partners,
industry, network members, synergies, events.

Methodology: 16/16 KPI’s

Develop methodology based on feedback loops

Link with EUM: list of interested end users and
SPOC’s of (external) LEAs in Europe

Scan the market for partners,
industry, network members, synergies, events.

Scan the market for partners,
industry, network members, synergies, events.

Organize event: Campus Vesta - VR Trial Day
+
Joint activity with H2020 eNOTICE

Organize event: Campus Vesta - VR Trial Day
+
Joint activity with H2020 eNOTICE

Organize webinars and training sessions

Explore financial possibilities (business plan)

Present the network at other network events,
consortium meetings,…

Embed Financial sustainability

Seek for possibilities to share knowledge and
information (online platform)

Explore financial possibilities

Organize Final Conference at Campus Vesta

Figure 5: Planned Actions VR Police Network (per project year)

Methodological approach
As described in D8.10 a KPI based framework is used for building the VR Police Network. The
KPIs seek answers to the following questions: why was the network built? What is the network
doing? Who is involved or targeted by the network and where? How are the network goals
achieved? How is the sustainability of the network ensured? When was the network
established?
Due to the fact that there has been only one consortium meeting in real life, most of the
discussions about the completion of the KPIs is done by virtual meetings and online surveys.
We aim to discuss all KPIs, presented in Fig. 6 by the end of year 2.
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Figure 6: Visual overview of all KPIs to build a successful network

Status of the methodological approach
The development of the network is based on the methodological approach of 16 KPIs. As
mentioned above, six out of sixteen KPIs are already defined. Three out of sixteen are ongoing
(decision is pending) and the other seven KPIs will be decided on in year two of the SHOTPROS
project.

Figure 7: status of the methodological approach
(Green = decided on - Yellow = ongoing - Blue = to be decided on)
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KPI’s decided on
1. Mission
What does the network fulfil? What should the added value of the network be for the
members?
‘The mission of the Police VR Technology Network is to enhance and encourage the use and
development of Virtual Reality for Police through joint efforts of EU Law Enforcement Agencies
and other stakeholders.’
2. Scope
The scope of the network defines and delimitates the field(s) or disciplines covered by the
network and the appropriate types of activities. The official name of the network is
determined: Police VR Technology Network. To develop a sustainable network, the SHOTPROS
consortium partners have decided to work in two phases. The first phase will take place during
the SHOTPROS project, the focus of the network will be on VR and Training. Later on, in phase
two, after the SHOTPROS project, the network will keep focussing on the VR and Training part
but other VR technologies will be added to the scope of the network.
3. Goals
Five goals are to be achieved to result into a successful sustainable network:


To provide a platform/forum to structurally connect LEAs across Europe



To collect share and develop knowledge and experience about VR Police



To connect ongoing VR Projects



To collect and share technical aspects and opportunities concerning VR Police



To share, promote and encourage the further development and exploitation of
SHOTPROS results.

4. Activities
To achieve the predetermined goals the network needs to organize its own activities. A list of
11 activities were defined by the partners.


Communication of knowledge, framework, toolkits and outputs of SHOTPROS to the
members' national management and training academies to raise the awareness on the
topic.



Exchange of experiences among LEAs about training methods.



Organisation of Network meetings for the network members (events and
conferences).



Exchange of experiences among LEAs about VR techniques and VR developments.
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Expert discussions with the aim to create future scenarios and contexts for VR Police
Training as a function of the web-based platform.



Exchange of experiences among LEAs about DMA strategies.



Setting up a webbed platform to create a virtual forum for the network members to
exchange information and knowledge, connect and interact.



Evaluation and comparison of outputs from SHOTPROS and other European VR
Projects.



Transformation of academic knowledge from SHOTPROS results to the language of the
practitioners. Report into presentation.



Exchange of misconduct in past operations and definition of best acting practices for
these operations to be integrated as new (VR) scenarios in DMA-SR Training as a
function of the web-based platform.



Advertisement of existing VR Police Related activities.

5. Members
The SHOTPROS-consortium partners decided to extend the membership list to external
members (outside the SHOTPROS consortium). Defined members for the network are:


Law Enforcement Agencies



Researchers and research organizations involved in VR Police Projects



Organizations developing tools in VR Police



Policy makers dealing with VR Police



Other LEA Networks



Other VR Networks



Specialized Police Organizations (Intelligence services, special forces,...)



European organizations dealing with (VR) Police (Europol, Interpol,...)



Decision makers dealing with VR Police



Industry in VR Police



Other public safety and security disciplines



Other first responders (fire fighters, medical staff, defence, Civil Protection,
Customs...)

6. Geographical Scope
To determine the geographical scope of the network the consortium partners prefer to work
in two phases. In phase 1, during the SHOTPROS-project, the geographical scope is narrowed
down to European LEAs and network members. In Phase 2, after the SHOTPROS-project, LEA’s
and network member can join from beyond Europe.
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Ongoing KPI’s
7. Partnerships
First, we did a mapping of existing organizations and networks to make sure that we did not
duplicate existing work. We seek for support and mutual reinforcement. There are several
possible partnerships defined. In year two of the SHOTPROS project the defined possible
partner projects (EU and non-EU) will be approached to see how they can enhance the Police
VR Technology Network and vice versa, how the niche Police VR Technology network could
complement other networks or projects. The SHOTPROS consortium partners will contribute
in the decision of taking on partnerships.
8. Supporting instruments
By launching the network website the first supporting instrument for information sharing and
communication between community members has been started. By sharing information,
organizing webinars and gathering the contact details of interested community members we
provided an important supporting instrument for the Police VR Technology Network.
9. Duration of the network
It is stated in the DoA that the network should be sustainable. The official network starts at
the end of the SHOTPROS project (after year 3). That’s why we are now developing a
community to smoothly transfer into the self-sustainable network.

KPI’s: next steps
The next seven KPIs will be decided on in year two of the SHOTPROS project. The specific
interpretation of the next KPIs are explained in D8.10.A survey will be sent out to all
consortium partners to start filling in the fundaments of these KPIs. If the next Consortium
Meeting in M19 cannot be conducted in real-life, the KPI’s will be defined upon by organizing
an online workshop.
10. Leadership
11. Informal vs formal character
12. Type of network
13. Decision making and accountability
14. Quality management
15. Financial viability
16. Architecture and relation
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Plan of Action: M1 – M12 (year 1)

Figure 8: Plan of action: M1 – M12
Up until now, the development of the network is going as planned. Already 6 out of 16 KPIs
are fully agreed on by the consortium partners. A first network event was planned in May
2020 but was postponed due to COVID-19. The VR Trial Day at Camus Vesta would have given
the SHOTPROS consortium partners and the developing network the opportunity to relate
with 9 different EU projects. The VR Trial Day was planned to be a joint activity with another
H2020 project: eNOTICE. This event has been postponed to May 2021. During the first year a
market scan of related EU networks and projects was accomplished as well as a first database
of SPOC’s from external LEA’s that confirmed their interest to join the network.

Plan of Action: M12 – M24

Figure 9: Plan of action: M12 – M24
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The first step in the plan of action for the development of the network during the second year
of the project is to launch the network website. This website gives us the opportunity to share
knowledge and information with external LEAs within our community. Also, a webinar series
will be hosted to stay in contact and share knowledge with external LEAs and other
stakeholder interested in VR & Police topics. In that way we can contact the SPOC’s of the
LEAs that joined our webinar to inform them more about our Police VR Technology Network
and invite them to join us as a member.
Furthermore, the KPIs will be completed (16/16) and the methodology will form a strong
fundament for further development of the network.
Scanning the market for opportunities is an ongoing task. The development of the network
requires a constant scanning of possible industry partners, new members, interested policy
makers, synergies with other (EU) networks and events.
In 2021 the postponed VR Trial Day will take place at Campus Vesta together with the Joint
Activity of the H2020 project eNOTICE. This event will be the first event to meet external
contacts and potential future network members.
The next step in the plan of action for the second year is to present the Police VR Technology
Network at events, consortium meetings, other network activities etc. Another ongoing task
for the second and the third year of the SHOTPROS projects is to explore financial possibilities
for the network. A business plan is will be developed to make sure the network can work
sustainably after the SHOTPROS project has ended.

Plan of Action: M24 – M36

Figure 10: Plan of action: M24 – M36
The first step in the plan of action for the development of the network during the third year
of the project is to present the network at events, consortium meetings of other projects,
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other network activities etc. In the scope of WP7 there will be a lot of opportunities to expand
the Police VR Technology network by inviting external LEAs to the field trials.
The second step is to enlarge the network website into an official network platform preferably
with a closed area only for members. This closed area on the platform will give the invited
members the opportunity to share relevant information with other LEA organizations in a safe
way. LEAs who are interested to join the network get in touch by filling in the contact form on
our online platform.
A third action point is to do quality monitoring focused on the defined methodology (KPIs). By
using feedback loops the members of the network can change goals, activities, scope or other
KPI’s if they find it necessary. Scanning the market for opportunities is an ongoing task. The
development of the network requires a constant scanning of possible industry partners, new
members, interested policy makers, synergies with other (EU) networks and events.
To reach as many potential members as possible, the network will keep organizing webinars,
(online-) meetings and (online-) workshops. The first official event and network meeting is
planned in the third year of the SHOTPROS project at Campus Vesta during the final
conference.

4 Summary and next steps
All in all, the dissemination and communication in SHOTPROS has been carried out successfully
and the desired goals were achieved in the first 16 months of the project. The SHOTPROS
partners will certainly continue to promote the outputs of the project in order to ensure the
widest possible reach to all identified target groups. In the next months, it is of central
importance to plan activities agile and take into account that changes might be necessary due
to governmental measures which affect events, conferences and real-life meetings. USE and
all other partners are collaboratively elaborating strategies to promote the project under the
given circumstances.
An outlook on the upcoming dissemination and communication activities for the next months
is presented below and will be reported in D8.9.


Webinar Series on VR & Police Topics, M18-M20, 4 Webinars to inform and connect
interested stakeholder in the domain and to build a basis for the VR & Police Network
More information: https://shotpros.eu/network/



Booklet about VR Provider Landscape in Europe and knowledge exchange with the
respective VR companies
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VR Police Network: further development as described in chapter 3



Contact with other projects / networks: has already been established and will be
fostered in the next months to share experience and to build on pre-existing activities



Research Studies that involve LEAs will be conducted and the participants will receive
information about the project and the outcomes



Scientific Dissemination: will be carried out by the research partners to inform the
academic community about the results from the conduced studies of the project



Events / Workshops can hopefully take place again in real-life by 2021 again, planning
for the postponed Joint Activity at Campus VESTA in ongoing, other activities are
planned with respect to the given circumstances (COVID)



All other activities such as (online-)meetings, social media communication,
newsletter, press releases and website maintenance will be continued as planned
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Annex
Annex I: List of referring websites
Organization

Berlin Police - Der Polizeipräsident in Berlin

Title

News post on the website of the Berlin Police

Date

29.05.2019

Link

https://www.berlin.de/polizei/polizeimeldungen/pressemitteilung.823998.php

Screenshot

Organization

USECON

Title

Article in Newsfeed (featured)

Date

12.06.2020

Link

https://www.usecon.com/shotpros-einsatz-von-vr-training-im-polizeilichen-bereich/
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Screenshot

Organization

Romanian Ministry of Internal Affairs - RMIA

Title

Press release – Romania

Date

21.06.2019

Link

http://www.comunicare.mai.gov.ro/stiri.php;
http://www.cercetare.mai.gov.ro/evenimente/

Screenshot
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Organization

AIT

Title

News post at the AIT website

Date

01.07.2019

Link

https://www.ait.ac.at/news-events/single-view/detail/5967/

Screenshot

Organization

VUA

Title

Institutional Publication (Website)

Date

09.07.2019

Link

https://www.fgb.vu.nl/nl/nieuws-agenda/nieuws-archief/2019/jul-sep/190709nieuw-onderzoek-verandert-de-training-van-europese-politieambtenaren-voorstressvolle-omstand.aspx
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Screenshot

Organization

Amsterdam UMC

Title

Article about the project

Date

10.07.2019

Link

https://www.amsterdamresearch.org/web/instituut-1/nieuws/tonenop/5-millioneuros-horizon-eu-grant-for-shotpros-project.htm

Screenshot
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Organization

Swedish Police Authority

Title

Internal Article

Date

13.9.2019

Link

n/a

Screenshot

Organizatio
n

UHEI

Title

Article on the Website

Date

12.10.2019

Link

https://www.issw.uni-heidelberg.de/arbeitsbereiche/sportpsy/forschung.html
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Screenshot

Organization

E.N.T.E.R. Network

Title

Project description on the network platform

Date

12.08.2020

Link

https://www.enter-network.eu/project/shotpros/

Screenshot
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Annex II: Press Releases
1st SHOTPROS Press release: Kick-off
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2nd SHOTPROS Press Release: SHOT-COVID study
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Annex III: List of references in the media
Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Berliner Zeitung
GER
Schießen oder nicht schießen?

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline

APA Science
AUT
Forscher entwickeln virtuelles Stresstraining für Polizisten
https://science.apa.at/site/natur_und_technik/detail.html?key=SCI_20190701_SCI3
9391351449350958

Date

01.07.2019

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Horizont
AUT
Einsatz von Virtual Reality bei der Polizei-Ausbildung
https://www.horizont.at/home/news/detail/einsatz-von-virtual-reality-bei-derpolizei-ausbildung.html
01.07.2019

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Kurier
AUT
Stress-Training für Polizisten: Weniger Gewalt durch virtuelle Übung
https://kurier.at/chronik/oesterreich/forscher-entwickeln-virtuelles-stresstrainingfuer-polizisten/400538974
01.07.2019

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Futurezone
AUT
Forscher entwickeln virtuelles Stresstraining für Polizisten
https://futurezone.at/science/forscher-entwickeln-virtuelles-stresstraining-fuerpolizisten/400538989
01.07.2019

Medium
Nationality

Kleinezeitung.at
01.07.2019
Üben von Extremsituationen I Forscher entwickeln virtuelles Stresstraining für
Polizisten

Title

https://www.bz-berlin.de/liveticker/schiessen-oder-nicht-schiessen
28.06.2019
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online
/offline
Date

https://www.kleinezeitung.at/oesterreich/5652866/Ueben-vonExtremsituationen_Forscher-entwickeln-virtuelles
01.07.2019

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

derStandard.at
AUT
Forscher entwickeln virtuelles Stresstraining für Polizisten
https://derstandard.at/2000105725310/Forscher-entwickeln-virtuellesStresstraining-fuer-Polizisten
01.07.2019

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Krone.at
AUT
Forscher entwickeln VR-Stresstraining für Polizei

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Nachrichten-aktuell.eu
AUT
Einsatz von Virtual Reality im polizeilichen Bereich
https://www.nachrichten-aktuell.eu/artikel/einsatz-von-virtual-reality-impolizeilichen-bereich/2212535
01.07.2019

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

msn.com
AUT, GER
Stress-Training für Polizisten: Weniger Gewalt durch virtuelle Übung
https://www.msn.com/de-at/nachrichten/other/stress-training-f%C3%BCrpolizisten-weniger-gewalt-durch-virtuelle-%C3%BCbung/ar-AADGzql
01.07.2019

Medium
Nationality

Innovation Origins
GER
VIRTUAL REALITY-STRESSTRAINING SOLL POLIZISTEN AUF HOCHRISKANTE
SITUATIONEN VORBEREITEN

Title
online
/offline
Date
Medium
Nationality

https://www.krone.at/1951251
01.07.2019

03.07.2019
Sg.hu
HUNGARY
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Title
online
/offline
Date

Virtuális stressztréning rendőröknek

Medium
Nationality

miroir-mag.fr
FRACE
LA FORMATION SUR LE STRESS EN RÉALITÉ VIRTUELLE PRÉPARE LA POLICE AUX
SITUATIONS À HAUT RISQUE
https://www.miroir-mag.fr/actualites-high-tech/la-formation-sur-le-stress-enrealite-virtuelle-prepare-la-police-aux-situations-a-haut-risque/
07.07.2019

Title
online
/offline
Date

https://sg.hu/cikkek/it-tech/137026/virtualis-stressztrening-rendoroknek
07.07.2019

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Immersivelearning.news
GER
Einsatz von Virtual Reality im polizeilichen Bereich

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Vienna.at
AUT
Studie Untersucht Stress von Polizisten in der Corona-Krise
https://www.vienna.at/studie-untersucht-stress-von-polizisten-in-der-coronakrise/6604142
30.04.2020

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

APA
AUT
Anfoderungen im polizeilichen Corona-Alltag
https://www.ots.at/presseaussendung/OTS_20200430_OTS0025/anforderungenim-polizeilichen-corona-alltag-bild
30.04.2020

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

top-news.at
AUT
Anfoderungen im polizeilichen Corona-Alltag
https://www.top-news.at/2020/04/30/anforderungen-im-polizeilichen-coronaalltag/
30.04.2020

Medium

APA Science

http://www.immersivelearning.news/
08.07.2019
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Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

AUT
Anforderungen im polizeilichen Corona-Alltag
https://science.apa.at/rubrik/natur_und_technik/Anforderungen_im_polizeilichen_
Corona-Alltag/SCI_20200430_SCI39471352454383796
30.04.2020

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

vol.at
AUT
Studie untersucht Stress von Polizisten in der Corona-Krise

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

Kurier
AUT
Studie untersucht Stress von Polizisten in der Krise
https://kurier.at/politik/inland/coronavirus-sommerplaene-so-geht-es-ab-1-mai-imtourismus-weiter/400825766
30.04.2020

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

DiePresse
AUT
Polizisten bewerten Stress der Coronazeit

Medium
Nationality
Title
online
/offline
Date

DiePresse.at
AUT
Polizisten bewerten Stress der Coronazeit

Medium
Nationality
Title

NÖN
AUT
Krisenmanagement der Polizei wird untersucht
https://www.noen.at/niederoesterreich/chronik-gericht/corona-studiekrisenmanagement-der-polizei-wird-untersucht-oesterreich-redaktionsfeedkrisenmanagement-austrian-institute-of-technology-innenministerium-studiecoronavirus-204263925#
05.05.2020

online
/offline
Date

www.vol.at
30.04.2020

offline
02.05.2020

https://www.diepresse.com/5807932/polizisten-bewerten-stress-der-coronazeit
04.05.2020
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Annex IV: SHOTPROS Newsletter
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